HALTON SKILLS OLYMPICS – Robert Bateman – Scopes 2016

Purpose
To enable students to demonstrate their skills to industry professionals in the field of Hairstyling. Students will
receive input from industry professionals which ensures that today’s market demands are met within school
curriculum requirements. This level of competition will allow young stylists to demonstrate their technical
skills and creative ability in the following three testing areas, which represent fashion conscious clients’
requests, found in upscale salons:
∙
Men’s Professional Cut and Style (Bombage)
∙
Women’s Trendy Salon Cut and Style
∙
Elegant Evening Long Hair
∙
Job interview: 5 minute interview with résumé (worth 5% of the competitor’s overall mark)

Test 1:
MENS CLASSIC CUT (BOMBAGE) AND STYLE WITH BEARD DESIGN
Cut and style will be created. The finished style must show the cutting skills. NO AVANT GARDE or
extensions:
∙
WET HAIR – Mannequin’s hair must be wet throughout and combed straight back before competition
begins. The sages will check degree of wetness and the hair lengths. Any infractions will have penalties.
∙
HAIR LENGTH - The Judges will check the length before the competition. 
ABSOLUTELY NO PRE-CUTTING
WILL BE PERMITTED
. Failure to comply will result in disqualification.
***note that this is not the same as the
Ontario Skills rules.
∙
TOOLS AND PRODUCTS - Any hair cutting or styling tool may be used, as well as sprays and styling aids.
Hand-held electrical tools are allowed to complete the hairstyle.
∙
CLOTHING - Trendy. Theatrical costumes and military uniforms not permitted.
● BEARD – Will be marked as part of the overall cut and style and will 
NOT
be marked separately. May be
cut prior to the competition.

Men’s Bombage Hair cut

Test 2: ELEGANT EVENING LONG HAIR
This test is a ladies evening fashion hairstyle, which represents beauty and elegance using the mannequins
own hair.
∙
REPORT TO FLOOR - Mannequins must have clean dry hair. No pre-setting of any kind (rollers or pre-set) is
allowed.
∙
HAIR LENGTH - 
ABSOLUTELY NO PRE-SETTING WILL BE PERMITTED
. Failure to comply will result in
disqualification.
∙
TOOLS AND PRODUCTS - Any electric tools may be used during comb out time. Styling products and
hairsprays are allowed.
∙
HAIR PIECES - No hair pieces of any kind or extensions. Small ornaments only may be allowed.
∙
HAIR COLOUR - All commercial colours are acceptable.
∙
CLOTHING - Must comply with evening fashion and be appropriate.

***OMC Hair World is a great website for inspiration

Test 3: WOMENS TRENDY SALON CUT & STYLE
The hair must be a trendy fashion haircut and style which is wearable using a combination of lengths from
long or short showing technical haircutting skills. The finished style must complement the cut. No hair
extensions allowed.
∙
WET HAIR – Mannequin’s hair must be wet throughout and combed straight back before the competition
begins. Penalties will be given if sages must wet the hair.
∙
HAIR LENGTH - The Judges will check the length before the competition. 
ABSOLUTELY NO PRE-CUTTING
WILL BE PERMITTED
. Failure to comply will result in disqualification.
***note that this is not the same as the
Ontario Skills rules.
∙
HAIR COLOUR - The choice of colours must reinforce the haircut and entire composition. All colour to be
done prior to competition.

∙
TOOLS AND PRODUCT - Any hair-cutting tool may be used, including styling aids, flatirons, curling irons
and light spray finish.
∙
CLOTHING - Must comply with day fashion and be appropriate.

Please note:
∙
Live models will not be required, as all services will be administered on mannequins
∙
Instruction and training from professionals within the trade is encouraged 
prior
to the contest
∙
Hand held blow dryers cannot exceed 1800 watts, curling irons cannot exceed 125 volts, 60 Hz, 75 Amps
∙
Competitors cannot borrow supplies from other competitors

Supplied by Committee:
∙
One table top mirror or station, table top, 2 double electrical outlets

Supplied by Competitor:
∙
All tools and supplies necessary for the completion of all services outlined in these scope sheets
∙
One female mannequin to be used for the “Women’s Trendy Salon Cut and Style”
∙
One male mannequin “Men’s Professional Cut and Style” (Bombage)
∙
One female long-haired mannequin to be used for the “Elegant Evening Long Hair”
∙
Mannequin clothing that is appropriate for each test
∙
Résumé for job interview

Safety
Safety is a priority at the Ontario Technological Skills Competition. At the discretion of the judges and
technical chairs, any competitor can be removed from the competition site for not having the proper safety
equipment and/or not acting in a safe manner.
*Competitors will not be permitted to compete until they have the needed safety equipment. Competition
judges will have final authority on matters of safety. Competitors must show competence in the use of tools
and/or equipment outlined in this scope and can be removed at the discretion of the judges and technical
chairs if he/she does not display tool and/or equipment competency.
Judging
Judging will be performance based and ranked according to the “30 point International System”. The top
three competitors with the highest accumulative average of all testing units will rank into the following
categories:
Gold Medallist = First Place Standing
Silver Medallist = Second Place Standing
Bronze Medallist = Third Place Standing

Demerits may be given for any rule infractions. Any communication between competitors and audience
during contest times may be seen as coaching and could cause demerits to be awarded or removal from
the contest site.
Penalty Points:
∙
Length = one point
∙
Colour (during contest) = one point
∙
Use of tools = one point
∙
Out of category = one point
∙
Coaching = first warning will incur 1-5 points, second warning = disqualification

As the rules state, there are no ties. If the score is even after the contest, the judges will use the cleanest look
with the most blended colours as the tie breaker.
Immediate disqualification may occur at the discretion of the technical chair if a competitor displays any one
of the following:
∙
Acts inappropriately
∙
Shows disregard for the safety of themselves or those around them
∙
Breaks the established rules and regulations including:
●

Uses equipment or material that is not permitted, dishonest conduct (cheating, plagiarism), speaks
with those outside the contest area, arrives to the contest site late

JOB INTERVIEW
: To assist competitors in preparing for their eventual job searches there is a “job interview”
incorporated into this contest. It is expected that the competitors will arrive 
WITH A RÉSUMÉ
and be
prepared for interview questions and discussion. Performance in the interview accounts for 5% of the
individual’s/team’s overall mark. Sample interview questions and a scoring breakdown are available at
www.skillsontario.com/hr

CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS
: Competitors are to be dressed in a clean and appropriate manner.
Competitors are not permitted to wear clothing with logos or printing. The exception to this rule is the logo of
the school, school board, college or MTCU District that the competitor is representing. ONLY the logo of the
institution under which the space is registered can be visible. Corporate logos or names are not permitted on
a competitor’s clothing.
Skills will provide a basic lunch and a beverage for competitors. Lunch will be confirmed closer to the
competition; no alternative meals will be provided. If the competitor has specific dietary needs, specific
tastes or feels that they may require additional sustenance, it is recommended they bring the necessary
food with them. If the competitor is part of a contest of a physical nature, it is highly recommended they bring
additional snacks. ANY FOOD BROUGHT TO THE VENUE MUST BE NUT FREE. ANY NUT PRODUCTS
FOUND ON SITE WILL BE REMOVED

*Job interviews will be conducted throughout during the lunch hour
* Competitors must be on time for their contest and may be disqualified if they do not sign-in at their contest
site prior to the start of orientation. At the discretion of the technical committee chair, the competitor may be
permitted to compete but would not receive any additional time.

Halton Skills Olympics – 2016 - Schedule
TIMING

TASK

7:30 - 8:00am

Students will register, randomly select a station and prepare for
the day of competition. Please be prompt, competition starts on
time.

8:00 - 8:15

Introduction of Judges and Orientation

8:15 - 10:45

Bombage Men’s Hairstyle 2.5 hours

10:45 - 11:00

Students will move their finished B
ombage
hairstyle to a judging
area. They will be given approximately 10 mins to move and dress
their mannequins for judging, no more cutting or styling will be
permitted at this time. Once completed, students will prep for the
Elegant Evening Long Hair (this change in procedure allows the
competition to stay on time even though we’ve added extra time
for the Bombage and Women’s cut to be completed properly)

11:00 - 12:30

Elegant Evening Long Hair 1.5 hours

12:30 - 1:00

Elegant Evening Long Hair Judging

12:30 - 1:30

Lunch and Interviews

1:30 - 3:30

Women’s Trendy Cut 2 hours

3:00 - 3:30

Women’s Trendy Cut Judging

3:30 - 7:00

Clean up, Dinner & Awards

